1. Start outside building CG next to Lot 6.

2. Walk east along sidewalk, and turn left past building CG before the tree line.

3. Pass building CG on your left, and take a right in front of the tennis courts.

4. Follow sidewalk around to the left behind the tennis courts all the way to Lot 5. When you reach Lot 5, take a left toward building CF.

5. Turn left past building CF, and follow path south behind buildings CE, CD, CC and CB.

6. Loop around building CS and follow sidewalk back toward building CB.

7. Take a right past building CB to finish at starting point outside building CG.
Moderate pace  
14 minutes at 3 mph  
Vigorous pace  
10 minutes at 5 mph  
Times are approximate.

Leisurely pace  
21 minutes  

Leisurely pace  
21 minutes  

Times are approximate.